A sincere invitation for well-meaning believers to begin

TAKING EASTER SERIOUSLY
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MERE CONTRADICTIONS
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Contradictions are certainly present in the New Testament. Yet “mere contradictions” are the least of the issues
facing our Easter stories, as the subsequent sections will show.

Fate of Judas?

Did Judas hang himself? Did he return the
bribe money? Who bought the field of blood?

At the Feet of the Cross?

Judas throws down
money in the temple

Hangs
himself

Were the women close enough to the cross
for Jesus to talk with them?

Priests buy field
with money

First 3 Gospels:
John:

Matthew

The first 3 gospels
describe the women as
watching from afar,
which fits Roman custom

Luke/Acts
Judas keeps
money

Falls to his
death

Judas buys field

“My God, my
God, why hast
thou forsaken
me?”

Stay or Leave?

Were the disciples commanded to go to Galilee to meet Jesus?
Did they go to Galilee, or stay in Jerusalem?

Famous Last Words

The disciples were told to go to Galilee in
the first two gospels, and they met Jesus
there per Matthew. In Luke and John, they
were never told to leave, and they stayed
and met Jesus in Jerusalem.

Mark & Matthew:
Luke & John:

“Father, into
thy hands I
commit my
spirit.”

Finding the Tomb - Who? What? When? Where?
Matthew
Mark
Luke

“It is
finished.”

Mark

Did the women see Jesus before or after they told the disciples that the tomb was
empty? Did the women tell the disciples at all? Did they see Jesus?

Women run away
and tell no one
Women see
men/angels

Women find the
tomb empty

Women go to
the tomb

“My God, my
God, why hast
thou forsaken
me?”

Matthew
Disciples go to
Galilee, never go
to tomb

Women go to
tell the disciples

John
Mary goes to
the tomb

Mary finds
tomb empty

Greeters at the Tomb?

Who met the women at the tomb?
Was it one man, two men, one angel,
or two angels? Was Jesus seen there
or not?

Mark

Matthew

Luke

John

Mary goes back
to tell disciples

Disciples go to
the tomb with
Mary & then go
home

Disciples go to
the tomb, never
leave Jerusalem

Luke

True Colors?

Did the Romans clothe Jesus with a purple
robe?
Matthew disagrees with Luke,

Gospel Truths

Lamb to Slaughter?

1. The gospels were
written anonymously
2. The gospels were
undated
3. The gospels were
written in Greek, not
the Aramaic of the
Galilean disciples
4. The gospels do not
claim to be eyewitness
accounts and do not
narrate in 1st person

Luke:
Matthew:

claiming that the Romans
dressed Jesus in scarlet – the
color of infamy, not the purple
of royalty

Was Jesus silent before Pontius Pilate (thereby
fulfilling the prophecy of Isaiah)?
In John, Jesus talks at
some length with Pilate,
making a number of
theological points.

First 3 Gospels:
John:
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Matthew & Luke

Mary sees
angels

LOCAL LEGENDS AND GLARING OMISSIONS

A number of vivid story points feature in only a single gospel, and none of them appear in the earliest account
written by Mark. It seems likely that they are legendary additions, probably developed locally in particular regions.
They make for good storytelling; so much so, that they seem to be rather glaring omissions for the other authors
to have left out. Such legendary content had time to develop, since the first gospel of Mark was not written until
perhaps 40 years after Easter, with the other gospels coming still later.

+ 40 yrs. Post. Easter
+ 55 yrs. Post Easter

LUKE

As the earliest gospel written, Mark was used
as a source for the other gospels, whose
stories added to his baseline. So Mark’s
crucifixion and Easter narratives are the
earliest, yet they were written perhaps 40
years after the events of Easter.

Tomb Seal & Guard
Not a single gospel records this feature, except Matthew.
Perhaps, as with the Swoon Stopper, this embellishment
was meant to answer developing skeptic objections that
the body had been stolen.

Trial Punt to Herod

Spear to the Side

Did Pilate send Jesus to Herod to avoid convicting him? Only
Luke mentions this noteworthy dodge by Pilate., despite the
obviously public nature of the prisoner movement and the
delay that it caused in the proceedings, conviction, and
crucifixion.

Was Jesus speared in the side to ensure that he was dead?
Not unless you read John, the last gospel written. Perhaps
this story point was meant to answer developing skeptic
objections that Jesus had merely swooned but did not really
die.

Ascension of Jesus

Magical Powers

Did Jesus ascend into heaven? Mentions can be found
elsewhere in the New Testament, but only Luke records the
ascension as a dramatic event which the disciples attended.
One wonders how the other gospel writers thought this was
an ancillary event that was better left out of their
accounts.

Could Jesus walk through walls into locked rooms, veil his
appearance from recognition, and knock down the crowd
that arrested him with only his voice? John’s claims do raise
an interesting question: if Jesus could walk through walls,
why did the stone need to be rolled back from the tomb at
all?

JOHN

{Baseline}

MATTHEW

Did Pilate make a public show of washing his hands? Only
according to Matthew. And only Matthew records the Jews
as calling down a curse upon their descendants. Yet these
points of trial melodrama would have been known to all the
writers, if they actually happened.

+ 60 yrs. Post Easter
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Hand-Washing Pilate
+ 50 yrs. Post Easter

MARK

Written
After 40
yrs. of
Storytelling

WHOPPERS THAT FAIL THE FACT CHECK

The Easter weekend features some very large, very extraordinary claims. Unlike some of the more private events
above, these claims can be fact-checked against the historical record. Given the regional importance of Passover, all
of the important Jews and Romans from the region were present in Jerusalem at the time. Silence of historical
sources on these claims is a dark sign indeed.

MASSIVE QUAKE AT CRUCIFIXION
MANY DEAD WALK THE STREETS
3 HOURS OF DARKNESS MID-DAY
2ND QUAKE ON EASTER MORNING
TEMPLE VEIL TORN IN HALF
Scrupulous
Historical
Accounts
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Religious
Hero
Tales

If events like the earthquake or the walking dead had actually happened on
Passover, multiple religious sects and/or political groups could have claimed
“credit” for those omens and interpreted them per their beliefs – just like
headline prophecy that happens today. Such events would have been claimed
as Essene omens, pagan omens, etc. The fact that nobody else mentions
them strongly suggests that they are myths which developed specifically in
Christian groups in the 40 - 60 years following Jesus’ death.

OTHER QUIZZICAL CONUNDRUMS

Even after contending with the contradictions, local traditions and legends, and larger-scale mythical
embellishments, there are still points to the whole Easter narrative that remain rather puzzling.

WHY DID THE WOMEN GO TO THE TOMB AT ALL?

If the tomb was closed by a heavy stone, under Roman seal, and guarded by soldiers to keep people out, how did the women
expect to gain access to Jesus’ body? Why did they go at all?

WHY WAS THE TOMB FOUND OPEN?

If Jesus could pass through walls and appear inside locked rooms, why do all the accounts depict the stone being rolled back,
presumably for Jesus to get out? The tomb would need to be open for others to move the body, but not for Jesus to get out.

WAS PILATE ACTUALLY RELUCTANT TO CONVICT?

The historical record is very clear: Pilate had a reputation for ruthless oppression, violence, and unflinching brutality, which
eventually cost him his post – yet he felt acute concern for justice and hesitation over a violent small-time troublemaker?
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WAYS OF LOOKING AT IT

What is one to do with the dilemmas and questions raised above? How is one to look at the Biblical accounts of
Easter? Here are a few different viewpoints that scholars and laymen take…
Push these troubling facts from
memory. Carry on with gospels as
before. Speak about your personal faith
in lieu of learning about the Bible. Ignore
people
who
claim
there
are
contradictions in the text. Continue to
study only those from your own camp.

Blend all the gospels together to
get a 5th Mega-Gospel, a.k.a, the
real story. Use harmonization,
technicalities, and re-definitions to
paper over the discrepancies and
absurdities. Continue to insist as
dogma
that
there
are
no
contradictions in the Bible.

Contract one’s claims. Concede the
textual issues and abandon strained
harmonization. Use historical methods to
look for the common core between the
gospels where they overlap. Assert that
the big claim of the resurrection is true,
even though it is found in texts that have
serious
indictments
against
their
accuracy.
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4. BLOWN UP
View the gospels as hero tales that grew taller
over time, depicting a grander Jesus and
reflecting legends from various pockets of
believers. Consider that the actual Jesus was
likely a normal person, but after 40 years of
oral tradition and 30 more years of gospel
authorship, the religious community inflated his
legend, as happens with other religious figures.

5. BALONEY
View Jesus as a mythical figure, like Hercules.
Real-world novella began to be written about his
character, and later readers came to believe
that these symbolic allegories were literally
true biographies. Recognize that we lack any
notable historical knowledge about Jesus that
does not come from the faith community.
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